SWIMSUIT ISSUE 2016

Toike Illustrated

How Wet can You Get?

LGMBeaver Like You’ve Never Seen Before

The Canadian Swimsuit Centre Spread Everyone Wants
Another year, another month, another issue of Toike. If you’re upset because we scrapped the topless January cover from the past few years, don’t worry. I’ve included the topless photo below to make up for it.

See? We’re even allowed to show the nipples in the picture above because they belong to a man. You’re welcome.

Now that you’re nice and uncomfortable, let me preface this issue by apologizing for how weird it is. Like, I thought it was going to be pushing the bracket a little bit when we planned out the content, but then while I was finishing up the layout, I realized things turned out a fair bit stranger than I had intended, to the point where I’m not even quite sure what’s being satirized in a few cases. So if you find yourself putting this tabloid down in the middle of reading it because you’ve spent the last ten minutes in disconcerted confusion, and that wasn’t what you were planning on doing this afternoon, take some comfort in knowing that I was doing exactly the same thing on New Year’s Eve.

Speaking of which, Happy New Year! With the next semester ahead of all of us, I’d just like to say that... dammit. The Senior Staff Writer already did that whole spiel in his own column below. This is the problem with writing my editorial after everything else is already done. Oh well.

The whopping 16 pager you’re holding right now is the Swim-suit Issue of Toike Illustrated, our take on the steamy SI swim covers and on the men’s magazine industry as a whole, bless their souls. Hopefully the set of collectible interior covers tickles your fancy and adds some warmth to you winter. We’ve also created a glorious swimsuit centre spread which we’re pretty sure is exactly what everyone wants to see. But enough from me. Go peruse the pages yourself, and enjoy a dollop of distraction before you have to start cramming the coursework.

Swimmingly,
Ryan Williams
Editor-in-Chief

Dear Editor,
I am writing from my small village in a remote part of the tropical rainforest and suffering from a strange pain in my abdomen. My tribe’s Witch Doctor told me that the only way he can cure my condition is by making love to my wife. Now, this has worked many times before, but I’m starting to doubt that all my illnesses and maladies can be fixed with just one remedy. Then again, I’m not a W.D.

Sincerely,
Sick and Confused

Dear Sick and Confused

While this is not my area of expertise, I’d recommend you cross-check you’re doctor’s methods by asking your wife how well she thinks the cure is working. A second opinion can be valuable.

Ryan

Mum,
But... my mouth has nothing to do with this. It’s just my hands, and I promise I wash those every day.

Ryan

On a different note, I want to remind everyone to keep an eye on Justin Trudeau’s government in the coming months and years. Our age group contributed a lot to the Liberal Party’s success this election, so we should keep tabs on their work, if for no other reason than to lampoon any broken promises with Toike articles.

Anyway, I hope everyone relaxed and recharged their brains in preparation for the new semester. Good luck, don’t eat yellow snow, and JOYN TEH BNAD.

Catch you on the flip side,
Allan Song
Senior Staff Writer
MSE Sex Positions: New Adult Entertainment Trend Crystallizes

Virginia Cumming
Toike Oike NSFWP Commissaire

Connoisseurs of adult entertainment will be pleased to discover that a new film studio has recently opened its doors, and is looking to make a unique impact on the industry.

Crystal Productions specializes in a unique market: materials science. But non-MSEs needn’t worry – the stars have made sure that their films are appealing to even the most clueless humanities major. Some of their more popular videos thus far include Missionary Impossible: Simple Cubic, starring Violet Gentian, and Hunter Ball Peens Hot Babe with his Nano-Structured Surface, starring Ruby A. Lumina and Hunter Steel.

The studio is hoping their more niche videos, like Twink Student Plays with Teacher’s Buckeyballs During APS169 and Kinky Twins Perform Hardness Test on Unsuspecting Engineering Student will bring more traffic to their site and allow them to expand their market further.

Adult stars have said that working with the studio is almost as fun as precipitation hardening for the first time. “We like that they based the company off of signature moves: the body-centred cubic, and the face-centred cubic,” explained Perry Ovskite, star of Her First Time Surface Grinding and the soon-to-be-classic compilation Randy’s Adventures in Necking. “Yeah, we’re really hoping to feature some precision ball milling and stuff in future videos,” Ovskite’s costar Anna Timony (known for her amazing cleavage patterns) revealed. Director Mica Rockwell hopes to expand on the unit cell market as well. He’s already got a title in mind: After Strain Hardening for Hours, Jackson Releases.

When asked how the idea for Crystal Productions came about, producer Ava Gadro gave us an insight into the studio’s creation. “The industry was really in a rut,” Gadro said. “We were looking to revitalize it – make it a little flashier, like brighter than backscattered electrons in an SEM, y’know? And we thought ‘what’s sexier than overly extended metaphors? Nothing, that’s what.’ And bam – we had a porn – I mean, adult entertainment studio.”

So whether you’d rather watch Candy’s First College Experience, Guy Brings Teen to Twist Boundary, or Tiffany Tries Roll-Bonding, the stars of Crystal Productions have you covered.

A note from the Toike Oike: we’d like to recommend visiting porn.skule.ca for all your, uh, “adult entertainment” needs.

In Memoriam

In this space, we commemorate those who have left us. We remember their contributions and the impact they have had on our community.

Juan Kerr
Toike Oike Thermal Correspondent

It’s that time of year - baggy sweaters and sweat pants are pulled up from the depths of our closets to fight off the cold winter blues (and cover up those extra pounds from Christmas... and Thanksgiving... and Halloween... and last Saturday). But not everyone is suffering from that holiday food-guilt. Our favourite runway models, the Toike Oike Angels, hit the stage earlier this month for their much-anticipated annual Winter Wonderland Collection Fashion Show. Showing off their perfectly sculpted figures while simultaneously setting unrealistic standards for women everywhere, our Toike Oike Angels prove that they are as cool as ever.

This year’s collection has taken a daring leap from the traditional Santa-themed winter lingerie. Many critics are on ice about the risky decision to cover the runway with more swimsuit-inspired designs. To counter this, lead Angel designer Victoria Sakkrette assures, “This change in vision may seem radical, but you’ll see that our Fire and Ice Water Collection is a brilliant testament to the unmelting spirit of our models. They’ll be getting wet come summer anyways. It’s a great way to cut our expenses - er, be environmentally friendly.”

Of course, no Winter Wonderland Show would be complete without some shocking scandal. One Toike Oike Angel correspondent revealed that one of the angels had allegedly “Netflix and chilled” with another Angel’s boyfriend. This led to catfights and cold shoulders within the Angel team; every attempt to mitigate this conflict has only been met with bitter, icy rejection.

News Briefs

New Study Shows People Who Say They Don’t Judge Actually Judge the Most

A recent study has identified the most judgemental demographic amongst North Americans, finding that people who claim that they don’t judge are actually really judgemental.

A group of random North Americans were placed in a room and shown footage of various judgemental things including guys wiping chetos crumbs on their pant legs, drunk people going man-down at parties, and several dubious wardrobe combinations. Researchers measured the amount of time until the participants commented and qualitatively studied their remarks.

Those who mentioned that “[they] don’t judge” had the greatest tendency to make judgemental comments about what they were presented with in the shortest period of time. Researchers involved say they are unsurprised by the results, and that all those judgy people need to get some respect for themselves.

Fap-Fap Revolution Becomes Sleeper Hit

A new masturbation-based mobile game, Fap Fap Revolution, has become a hit almost overnight on the App Store and Google Play. The game, which is a spin-off of the popular Tap Tap Revolution, has the player “peel the carrot” (or for the ladies “lick the bean”) to the rhythm of all their favourite tunes. It takes advantage of the gyrosopes present in many of today’s smartphones and keeps track of the user’s daily masturbation habits. The game can even send critical data such as frequency and most-jerked-to songs to the player’s doctor and/or psychiatrist.

The player starts the game off with a 30 second sample of Katy Perry’s “Firework” and the full version of a song by an artist nobody knows. They can purchase more songs later on, including the My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic theme song (which was so widely demanded that it caused the developer’s server to crash upon release).

Fap Fap Revolution is free on all mobile platforms, and fans can expect the sequel, Fap Fap Forever, some time in 2016.
Dear Miss Ogeny,

Dating Advice that’s Totally Up to Date!

Dear Miss Ogeny,

My girlfriend is a feminist. What should I do?

- Trent Darrington, Jr.

Well Trent, you’ve definitely come to the right place, as we here at the Toike Oike are pros at dealing with feminists. The first thing that you should know about feminists is that they’re very sex-positive. Obviously, this extends to your relationship as well, so you’re free to sleep around as much as you want. Since she’s a feminist, she won’t mind - she’ll even support you (there’s nothing a feminist hates more than slut-shaming!) Another habit you’ll have to rid yourself of is holding doors. A real feminist will appreciate you slamming the door in her face, because she’ll recognize you as a fellow supporter of women’s rights. You should also make sure to loudly proclaim how much of a feminist you are. I mean, make sure you don’t actually do any of the things you say you do (that’d basically ruin your reputation), but your girlfriend will love you for saying that you’re a feminist too! Good luck with the bitches,

Miss Ogeny

Dear Miss Ogeny,

So, I took Intro to European History as my elective last semester, and I didn’t really learn much. Well, actually, that’s not true. I learned that I have one hell of a fetish for historical figures. Knowing how much influence these people had is just such a turn-on for me. I mean, don’t get me wrong, I’m not into, like, Jesus or anybody. No homo. But the chicks, man. They’re just so innocent and pure, when I think about them I just can’t control myself, which is probably why they won’t let me into the ROM anymore... Anyways, that’s not important. I’ve tried satiating my cravings by reading history textbooks late at night, and binge-watching Night at the Museum. But my roommates are getting pretty concerned, and the librarians are starting to ask me if I’m researching for my thesis, which is super awkward to explain. I’ve read all the books about her already... She’s so virtuous, so pure... Look, I just really wanna bang Joan of Arc, okay? What should I do, Miss Ogeny?

Sincerely,

Thomas Aquinas

Thomas, What the actual fuck. Sincerely, Miss Ogeny

---

Women’s Fashion Governed by Voodoo, Planetary Alignments

Virginia Cumming
Toike Oike Resident Aquarius

Researchers at top-secret facilities in Milan and Paris have published an exposé detailing exactly how women’s clothing sizes are determined. Fashion designers across the world use a combination of voodoo and astrology to size their garments, a fact which did not surprise any woman who actually buys clothes.

“One month, you’re a 12 in one brand and a 7 and a half in the other. Next month, you’re a 7 in the first brand and a 55 in the other. Like, I obviously thought something was up,” says Maddison, a Pisces. “I noticed that I could buy clothing more easily around March, but I thought, like maybe it’s just a coincidence? But now, I mean, it’s totally not, ‘cause I know my sun and moon signs. It all makes sense!”

The report describes the sizing practices of the major fashion labels, so anyone wishing to buy a particular article of clothing for the season is strongly encouraged to read the document in full to avoid any dressing room mishaps. For the average shopper, the researchers noted several trends that appeared across brands. Mars rising tends to cause a decrease in amount of fabric used, meaning that consumers should expect to see several sizes above their baseline during this period. In addition, both Saturn and Neptune descending cause a slight increase in sizes (usually by approximately 1-2 standard size units), which should be taken into account when making purchases during these times.

Independent researchers at the London College of Fashion have recently published their findings based on this report, citing a correlation between sacrifice rituals performed in the month of the animal’s moon sign and one’s ability to find the “perfect pair of boyfriend skinny jeans”.

Since the report’s release, sales of candles and incense have increased tenfold, as many women are increasingly preferring chicken or goat sacrifice to spending hours in a dressing room. For those opposed to animal cruelty, experts are recommending wearing pentagram amulets in the wearer’s birthstone. However, they caution that this method is less effective, as blood is the only real way to appease the fashion gods.

---

Engineering Student Writes Program to Automate Self

Steven Seagull
Toike Oike Background Script

Last week, third-year Indy student Sanveer Naidoo released the code he wrote to automate his bodily functions. A large portion of the community has since been zombified.

Over the course of winter break, Sanveer wrote scripts for many actions and processes according to his circadian rhythm. “It was really quite easy to figure out,” Sanveer says. “It was just a lot of human factors and ergonomics. And I did it all in Python, so the code practically wrote itself.

His Git repo has an impressive list of actions, covering everything from blinking to eating to having sex. “I wasn’t sure everyone would be using that last one, so I included masturbation too” explained Sanveer.

Since he pushed the code last week, students have been proud of his work in progress, to automate his social interactions. “Instead of thinking of my girlfriend to tell her I love her, I will be able to set a time interval in my mind to automatically send a heart. And that’s just one small example of the potential optimizations” he proudly stated. He added, “My daily face-to-face social interactions are vacuous anyway. Automation will allow me to run these graphical interfaces in the background so I can focus on my studies in peace.”

Most recently, he uploaded a sample of his work in progress, an email generator that replies to voicemails from his parents.
Movie Review

**UTSU AGM: The Folks Awakens**

I. P. Errwhere
Toike Oike Subliminal Messenger

Forgive me if my opinion is unpopular, but this film captures the meaning of kindness, integrity, and true kinsmanship. About a heroic student union, this epic tells the story of an unwavering speaker who tries to challenge the status quo at his university. A must-see.

---

Ask an Artsci!

By: Artsci Annie

Dear Annie

This is my final year in school, and I’m not entirely sure what to do with my life after this. What am I supposed to do with my undergrad in electrical engineering?

From,

Lost

Dear Lost,

What you’re supposed to do with your undergrad in electrical engineering is order politely when I, with my undergrad in Irish history, make you your daily flat white (half skim with a shot of hazelnut and a dash of whipped cream) on your way to work as an electrical engineer.

Dear Annie,

I commute to school from Oakville, and I always worry that I miss all the social stuff because I’m never around at night. I see pictures of my friends hanging out on Facebook, and I hate not being involved. What should I do?

From,

Lonely

Dear Lonely,

You’re an engineering student, which means that what you should do is rest easy knowing that no engineering parties are actually cool. Think of what you’re doing right now as arranging to have no shame about your lame present social life a few years down the road. Now, if you were a commuting history student, then you’d be missing some parties.

---

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW: Ron Suprun, Skule’s Queen Of Spades, Spills All!

This past month has been Ron Suprun’s last as the incumbent Godiva’s Crown, and as preparations are made for the torch to be passed on, we at the Toike felt it was time for some answers. The following interview gives the responses Ron provided to some of the more controversial questions that the Engineering community has been dying to ask since last year. We apologize if the answers cause any discomfort.

Tell me about yourself, in terms of your relationship with the Dark Lord Sithrak.

Oh we had a thing one time, it wasn’t anything major.

Would you rather have your body found on a pile of sex toys or a pile of drugs?

Huh, I’ve never thought about that! I guess since I woke up covered in methamphetamines this morning, I’d have to say sex toys. Gotta change things up once in a while, you know?

What’s the place in a 2 km radius of SF that you’d most like to visit?

Well, I haven’t been to the dumpster out back in a while. It’s about time I visited home again.

Favourite flavour of cott soda?

Cream soda, for sure. I like the pink one because it makes me feel gayer.

What’s the best part about watching grass grow?

I think it’s the moment when you breathe in the scent of nature and realize, “God, I’m so fucking lonely.” Very cathartic.

How often do you breathe?

Whenever necessary. It keeps the skin clear and the soul young.

What toaster setting do you prefer?

Medium

In pounds, how big of a bear could you kill with only your hands?

I’m not really much of a fighter; I’m more of a lover. Except for the one time I ran over a pigeon with my bike. That was pretty gruesome.

Are you a cop? You have to tell me if you’re a cop.

No comment.

Using only ingredients found in Hard Hat, what would you make as a five-star meal for Gordon Ramsay?

I’ve heard that the silverfish that you can find crawling around the floor are actually considered a delicacy in some countries!

Would you like fries with that?

Always.

If you had to choose between a night with Will Merrick, and winning the lottery, what kind of car would you buy with the money?

You can’t just assume I’d choose winning the lottery; Will’s a great guy! I’d get a Tesla Model S, though.

Cash or credit?

You mean you won’t take my dowry of three and a half goats?

2 trains leave Pittsburgh at 14:00 hours. Train A is travelling at 23 km/h in an eastward direction, while train B is travelling at 65 km/h but stopping every 23.78 km for 3478 s. Why don’t my parents love me?

How am I supposed to answer that?? You didn’t give me the direction that train B is travelling in. I need to plug that in the formula!
Toikey Illustrated
Swimsuit Edition
The Canadian
Recent Study Suggests Newspaper Column Width Proportional to Writer’s Penis Size

I. P. Errwhere
Toike Oike Measurement Specialist

A new study from an all-male amateur research group based in Dickenside, Virginia suggests that the column width of a newspaper article is proportional to the size of the author’s penis.

“This gives an all new meaning to the popular expression ‘the pen-is mightier than the sword’,” said A. S. Shool, the study’s main author. When asked about the group’s motivation, he simply stated “it’s for the greater girth.”

Findings indicate that the mass, length, and radius of the author’s penis are directly proportional to the column width. “We took a sample consisting of ourselves and a couple of writers for some popular magazines and newspapers,” Shool explained. “Oh, which ones? Just Motor Sport Magazine, Guns & Ammo, The Toike Oike, and a few others... all very well-known and reputable. Don’t worry too much about it.”

This journalist is inclined to believe this hypothesis. The study seems to be very thorough indeed and legitimate, matching personal observations almost perfectly.

Comment: The Above Article is Total Bullshit

Mike Literus
Toike Oike Averages-Endowed Writer

The study described in the article above is stupid and dumb and wrong. Like, what kind of research is that, even? Clearly they had no properly executed scientific method, and their conclusions were garbage.

Nickelback’s Most Anticipated Singles of 2016

Hugh G. Dildeaux
Toike Oike Aquatic Expert

It has finally happened: 2016 has arrived, and with it the hype regarding Nickelback’s new singles has skyrocketed. After the announcement the band made in late November 2015, the Toike’s best reporters were granted an exclusive interview.

“It’s been tough over the past few years: the mockery, the teasing, the seemingly endless jokes that we have been forced to endure” says lead singer Chad Kroeger. “But we’ve worked through it, and are stronger because of it. We are now happy to announce that we will be releasing 10 new songs this year that we think you are going to love.”

In order to write their songs, the band spent long hours in the most exotic and dangerous places in the world in order to capture “raw emotion”. This included meditating in the Tibetan mountains for hours on end, bush-whacking through Brazilian rainforests, paddling the Nile river, swimming in the most exotic and dangerous places in the world, and crashing the UTSU AGM. They hope that the lyrics will “touch your heart in all the right places... and all the right ways.”

After polling 1000 participants actually willing to listen to brief samples of each song, we created a list of what we think are the top 5 that people are most excited about, listed on page 12. We hope you are as pumped as we are!

The Greatest Websites You’ve Never Heard Of

The Toike’s Recommendations from Around the Web for 2016

Hugh G. Dildeaux
Toike Oike Aquatic Expert

Kark Clent
Toike Oike Deep-Web Diver

http://www.daisuke.net/
One of my friends was telling me how he had just stumbled across this website to watch some pretty cool shows. And boy was he right! I dunno where you can go to watch the things he was talking about, but this has got to be the greatest website ever! I mean, it would be cooler if it were easier to move around on the website, but it’s certainly worth it to just look at this cat picture. A must see! 3/5

http://fuckinghomepage.com/
Holy fuck is right. If you like random facts and famous, this is definitely the site for you! This is one fucking awesome site for people who like educating their ignorant asses while not giving a shit about strong language. From random asf facts to sweet ass website links, if you can think of it, well, there’s still no guarantee they’ll have it. A potentially bitchin’ home page. Fuck. 3.5/5

http://www.essaytyper.com/
For when you have an essay to do, and just don’t care enough to actually do the work. Load up the website, type in your topic, and it’ll give you a perfect rave machine if you move your pointer fast enough, which is pretty much the coolest thing ever. Would definitely become a hit at parties if it ever took off. If not, it’ll probably still be a hit at my parties. Then again, that might just be the ecstasy. 4/5

http://www.pornhub.com
I had no trouble finishing a thorough review of this website, and I would have thought it was more popular. I mean, who doesn’t love free porn? They’ve got almost everything! And yet strangely, everyone who I spoke to swore that they’ve never even heard of Pornhub. Some of them said they didn’t even know what porn was, which I found kinda weird. But hey, if they’ve never heard of it, I’m doing even more of a service to our readers with this review. Great site. Great videos. It really should be more popular given that it’s free porn. 5/5
Want to join the Toike?
Read this Black Box!

Are you fairly hilarious? We want you!
Can you photoshop like a boss? Join our graphics team!
Do you want to try your hand at humour writing? Become one of our staff writers!
Do you have the mad English skills required to pick out our typos and grammar follies? Do content editing for us!

Head over to www.toike.skule.ca/join and get on the mailing list!
You’ll automatically be notified of upcoming meeting dates, times, and locations.

Alternatively, if you’re interested in something specific, like graphics, editing, or distribution, email toike@skule.ca and let us know!

Get involved with your friendly neighbourhood Toike Oike! Anyone can join.
It doesn’t matter what year, faculty, discipline, or college you’re a part of; if you can read this then you’re good enough for us.

TOIKEOSCOPES

**ARIES**
A photon reflecting off Mars will initiate a photosensitive reaction in your brain, causing you to be a douche this month, so at least now you have an excuse.

**TAURUS**
You’ll soon realize colloquialisms aren’t the same abroad. For example, later this month, when you’ll agree to “get stoned”.

**GEMINI**
Come at the New Year with a playful attitude and a desire for joy, and you’ll be sure to wind up failing in all the same ways you did last year.

**CANCER**
Bring harmony and positivity to others by vacating yourself from their conversation. They’re having a good time. Don’t ruin it.

**LEO**
You may find it hard to make sense of your emotions today, but there’s a good chance that’s just the acid.

**VIRGO**
This month, you’re sure to find pleasure in the comfort of others.
Nope, not that kind. You wish.

**LIBRA**
The movement of Ceres across your primary quadrant suggests it’s a good time for self improvement. Bit of a lost cause in your case, though.

**SCORPIO**
Sometimes it’s okay not have all the answers, and at other times, like right now, the number of things you still can’t figure out means you’re basically fucked.

**SAGITTARIUS**
This month, try leaving the trail and going off the beaten path. With any luck, you’ll get lost and no one will have to put up with you any more.

**CAPRICORN**
The most hilarious thing ever is going to happen in your lecture next week. Too bad you’ll be asleep.

**AQUARIUS**
You’re the star of your own movie, so go out into the world and remind yourself why no one likes low-budget TV flicks with dry plots and no attractive actors.

**PISCES**
Your horoscope is awesome, but it’s in braille. Sucks that our publisher doesn’t do embossing.

### NICKELBACK’S MOST ANTICIPATED SINGLES OF 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comming for his final projets, Carl felt his life get on the ropes. Having finished his projects, he sees his life, still on the ropes. After long nights in the computer lab, Steve only has enough energy to walk his dog.

Well well well...

Are you hungry? Because I’m about to feed you a knuckle sandwich!!

I’m afraid I’ll have to pass up that offer.

POW

BIFF

BAM

WHACK

I only eat sandwiches that are gluten free.

URBAN HIPSTER BATMAN

You betrayed the family, and for that, you’ll be sleeping with the fish

Hugh G. Dibleaux

STOP!

Who would cross the bridge of Death must answer me these questions three, ere the other side he see.

What... is your name?

JOHN CENA